
BE A PROFESSIONAL – Self Test 
 

1. I am late to some/all of my games      1. _____ 
2. I always get stuck in traffic       2. _____ 
3. I do not get to the chapter meetings (have other commitments)  3. _____ 
4. I do not pay my dues in a timely manner     4. _____ 
5. My shirt and hat are faded; my shoes are dirty    5. _____ 
6. I cancel out a number of games during the season    6. _____ 
7. I have limited availability       7. _____ 
8. I cannot travel to many locations      8. _____ 
9. I do not return phone calls or messages to the assigner   9. _____ 
10. I have not given the assignor all my contact numbers and cannot be            10. _____ 

reached easily 
11. I do not respond to Arbiter assignments within the 48 hour window            11. _____ 
12. I do not make my assigner aware of games I take from other assigners        12. _____ 
13. I have criticized another official/coach in front of team personnel,              13. _____ 

Athletic directors or other officials 
14. I am frequently distracted by non-game interests                14. _____ 
15. I do not take constructive criticism well                 15. _____ 
16. I have not made adjustments to my game when I have received               16. _____ 

suggestions from senior officials 
17. I feel I have received an unfair evaluation                 17. _____ 
18. I turn back games for better opportunities                 18. _____ 
19. I switch games with other people and do not tell the assignor              19. _____ 
20. I do not keep my availability up to date                 20. _____ 
21. I will not accept any lower level games                 21. _____ 
22. I do not take advantage of ASA clinics or training opportunities               22. _____ 

 
We have all been guilty at some time of some of these points.  This self test many inspire you to act 
more professionally, lose weight (if need), get a new shirt or come on to the field with a new attitude. 


